#SPEAKEASYASIA Terms and Conditions
1. Scope
The following General Terms and Conditions shall govern the contractual relationship
between the party ordering events (hereinafter referred to as "event"), speaker invited
for the event (hereinafter referred to as “speaker”) and the organizers of
#SPEAKEASYASIA events (hereinafter referred to as “#SPEAKEASYASIA”). Any
delegate's general terms and conditions that diverge herefrom shall have no legal
force.
2. Registration / Confirmation of Registration
Event registrations for #SPEAKEASYASIA shall become legally binding when
confirmed by us. Notification that registration has occurred shall not constitute
confirmation. Any processing timescales referred to shall not be binding.
3. Cancellations
If the event cannot take place because of force majeure or for good cause (e.g.
because of illness of the speaker or insufficient number of delegates), the delegates
shall be informed immediately. The event fee shall in this case be refunded. No
claims beyond this shall be entertained, especially for reimbursement of travel and
accommodation costs and lost working time, unless such costs are attributable to
gross negligence on the part of the #SPEAKEASYASIA.
The #SPEAKEASYASIA reserves the right to replace advertised speakers by others
and to make necessary changes to the event programme, preserving the overall
character of the event. In the event of any disruptions arising, the #SPEAKEASYASIA
shall take all reasonable steps to contribute to rectification or containment of the
malfunction.
The party placing the order may cancel its participation in the event at any time by
Internet, letter, fax or e-mail. In this event the cancellation time limits and fees
specified for the particular event shall apply.
4. Payment Date, Mode, Delay and Setoff
The attendance fees are stated in the website for each particular event.
The attendance fee shall be payable on registration. Payment may not be made by
sending cash or cheques; the #SPEAKEASYASIA shall not be liable in the event of
loss.

5. Copyright
The #SPEAKEASYASIA event documentation is protected by copyright. The
event documentation may be duplicated, distributed and otherwise used only
with the express written consent of the #SPEAKEASYASIA.
6. Liability
The events are carefully prepared and presented by qualified authors and speakers.
The #SPEAKEASYASIA accepts no liability for the currency, correctness and
completeness in respect of event documentation and implementation of the event.
7. E-mail
If the party placing the order gives the #SPEAKEASYASIA an e-mail address, it
consents to the 2Stallions sending it information by e-mail without restriction. The
party placing the order is aware that e-mails may contain viruses, that other Internet
users may become aware of the content of the e-mail, and that there is no assurance
that the e-mails actually originate from the sender indicated.
8. Speakers
Views expressed by speakers are their own. #SPEAKEASYASIA cannot accept
liability for advice given, or views expressed, by any speaker at the event or in any
material provided to delegates.
#SPEAKEASYASIA may use the speaker’s name and presentation materials for
promoting delegate attendance at the conference.
Presentations and papers including all associated artwork and illustrations will not be
returned unless specifically requested by the author. The papers must be objective
and completely free of advertising and commercialism.
#SPEAKEASYASIA may audio and/or video tape the speaker’s session and the
recording may be reproduced and sold as part of the overall conference materials.
This allows delegates to purchase audio/video copies of presentations that they may
have been unable to attend.
#SPEAKEASYASIA holds the sole ownership for all the audio and video content for
an event.
#SPEAKEASYASIA may reproduce copies of the speaker’s presentation (eg.
PowerPoint slides or supporting handouts) on paper and/or electronically and these
may be sold as part of the overall hand-out materials during the conference and after
the event. Any acknowledgement regarding Copyright or support should be included
at the end of the abstract/presentation, as these will be distributed to the conference
delegates.
Speakers who do not wish to give permission for the above terms and conditions,
please email daniel@2stallions.com before the commencement of the event.

9. Photography & Filming
For promotional purposes, there may be a professional photographer and video
production taking place during the conference. Delegates who do not wish to be filmed
or recorded should advise the organisers by email to daniel@2stallions.com prior to
the event.

10. Data protection
By submitting registration details, delegates agree to allow #SPEAKEASYASIA and
companies associated with the event to contact them regarding their services.
Delegates who do not wish to receive such communications please email
daniel@2stallions.com. The contact details of registered delegates will be placed on
the attendee list which will be passed to sponsoring companies and to all attendees
for them to see who is at the conference for the purpose of networking and meetings.
Delegates who do not wish to be included on this list should advise at the time of
booking.

11. Separability Clause
Should any provision contained in these conditions be or become ineffective or should
a loophole become apparent, the effectiveness of the remaining provisions shall be
unaffected thereby. Any ineffective provision or loophole shall be deemed to be
replaced by such effective provision as most closely approximates to what the
#SPEAKEASYASIA and the party placing the order would have agreed if they had
detected the ineffectiveness or loophole.

